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OUR VISION  | To be a highly effective and well-supported champion of the environment. 

OUR MISSION | To implement high impact environmental and conservation projects which promote public 

participation in caring for the Earth. 

 

 
Dear Friends of the Environment, 

it is the end of another busy year and there have been a few events recently which you did not 
attend but might be interested in hearing about......    

And then there are still a few interesting events coming up in December with early warning for 
January 2020. 

FRACKING IN THE KAROO – potential impacts on ecological systems 

Jan Arkert, a consulting engineering geologist with 30 years of mining 
experience, gave an up-to-date, informative presentation on the 
process of fracking and its socio-ecological impact on the affected 
areas,  particularly in the water-stressed Karoo. 

Hydraulic fracturing (fracking) is the combined application of drilling 
technology together with the ability to inject a chemical cocktail of 
fluids into shale rock formations to liberate methane gas. 

And as a bonus,  Janet Schoeman’s film “Becoming Visible” about the impact of offshore oil and gas 
extraction on the KZN Coast was shown. 

This was followed by a lively question time and interaction with the visitors over tea and biscuits. 

Jan would be delighted to spread his message further afield so if you would like to invite Jan to give 
his presentation elsewhere please contact him : jan@africaexposed.co.za   
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Successful Annual WESSA Regional 
Meeting 2.11.19 

Recipients of WESSA Western Cape 
Environmental Awards included:    

The African Climate Alliance, a youth-
focused group founded in CT in March 2019 during the #climatestrikecapetown, for their aim to 
deliver dynamic, Afrocentric climate action. The Alliance has more than 200 members in 9 different 
African countries.   

Kim Kruyshaar for generous commitment to building and supporting civil society environmental 
initiatives; donating considerable time and expertise to them. Well-versed in matters of energy, 
water, waste and climate change, Kim has helped many to understand difficult and controversial 
subjects, boosting their confidence and desire to participate. Kim’s blog on green topics shows 
careful, well researched thought. Kim practises the principles of sustainability that she promotes. 
She is a quiet, self-effacing example to us all.   

Smile 90.4 FM for their public awareness campaign–“Smile Water Warriors”. 

During the course of the drought in 2018, when there was a possibility that Cape Town could run 
out of water, Smile 90.4 FM devised and promoted a campaign that the public could sign up to, 
encouraging water saving in their households. Over 50,000 people signed up and the programme 
reached many more listeners. “Smile Water Warriors” still has an active Facebook page. Reports in 
their Water/Eco News emphasise the importance of continuing to use water sparingly. 

Climate Breakdown: The IPCC report on 1.5C warming and its implications 

Anton Cartwright, a Member of the Cambridge Institute for Sustainability, an Economist at the 
African Centre for Cities, UCT, and recently returned from the IPCC in New York, shared both broad-
based and down to the wire facts. Knowledge is strength. With facts we can approach the times 
ahead. The lengthy Q&A session that covered topics such as population growth, activism and just 
economic transition, was evidence that Anton had profoundly sparked the interest of everyone. 

Anton explained that the IPCC Reports are based on annual assessments, with the sixth Report due 
next year. However, the speed of climate change is such that the assessments are beginning to 
come out every six months. And yet, research shows it is still geo-physically possible to stop the 
average global temperature increasing beyond the limit of 1.5 deg C; but is it technically and 
politically possible? 

If emissions are halved by 2030 SA will be carbon neutral by 2050. But there is a massive problem 
connecting Climate Response and Development Response. If this isn’t solved, the possibility arises 
of runaway Climate Change, with no way back. For example, ice-melt and sea-level rise have both 
occurred 2.5 times faster in the last decade than in the previous one hundred years. Sea-level rise 
of one metre is inevitable by the end of the century, but in reality that is three metres on the back 
of spring and high tides and storm surge. And still more alarmingly, the pattern of increase will 
continue for three-hundred years. Nineteen hotspots have been identified along our coast. 

Robust multi-lateral strategies are essential. Perhaps this is beginning. Since the October 2018 
Report, civic society has become involved. Anton referred to Greta Thunberg and the activism she 



has engendered. The cost of renewable energy is decreasing and it is now less expensive to go that 
route than fossil fuels. Creating ghost towns in coal mining areas is not acceptable. Renewables will 
need to be situated in those areas, and new skills taught. Construction resulting from establishing 
renewables would employ the numbers currently employed in fossil fuels. Research and 
Development into all aspects of this changeover is rapidly increasing. 

As Anton’s work focuses on Cities he stressed that the Socio/Technical Transition required in all 
cities means that inevitably central councils will lose control over management of waste, energy 
and water. The required Just Transition will insist on job gain equal to job loss. Anton is hopeful 
that this can occur. 

 

Early Fossil Tracks Along the Garden Route Coast 

In November I attended a talk given by Dr Charles Helm which was absolutely fascinating as it sheds 
more light onto ancient environmental and climatic conditions in our area. 

Dr Charles Helm of the African Centre for Coastal Palaeoscience at Nelson Mandela University has 
been studying fossil tracksites on the Cape south coast since 2007. Over 170 sites have been 
identified between Arniston and Robberg, in Late Pleistocene coastal rocks that are about 120,000 
years old. Track types include those of elephant, giant buffalo, giant Cape horse and many types of 
antelope and birds. 

New tracksites are most likely to be exposed after high spring tides and storm surges or after 
rockfalls. If you think you have identified a fossil tracksite, please contact Charles at 
helm.c.w@gmail.com   

Please just take photo and get GPS location if possible, and not try to recover or move the 
specimens. Photos from l. to R.: Tracks of hatchling Loggerhead turtle, extinct long-horned 
Buffalo, Rhino. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you would like to know more, just google : 

Charles Helm or fossil tracks in the Southern Cape and see what fascinating reports are available. 

For example:  https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/south-africa/2018-03-08-just-another-family-day-
at-the-beach-in-the-cape-90000-years-ago  

mailto:helm.c.w@gmail.com
https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/south-africa/2018-03-08-just-another-family-day-at-the-beach-in-the-cape-90000-years-ago
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Just another family day at the beach in the Cape - 90‚000 years ago 

Barefoot‚ the family crested a dune on the Garden Route and gazed out at the Indian Ocean 2km 
away. The salty tang in the air and the distant crash of waves on the rocky shoreline told them their 
destination was near. 
Eager to reach the sea‚ they began to run down the 20-degree slope in front of them‚ some of them 
even leaping in excitement as they went. 

What happened next is not known‚ but the historical 
importance of this everyday sequence of events is difficult to 
overstate. That’s because it provides some of the first evidence 
of human activity in the late Ice Age‚ 90‚000 years ago. The 
family’s joyful descent of the dune was captured in their 
footprints‚ which have been discovered in the last two years in 
a cave between Buffalo Bay and Brenton-on-Sea‚ just west of Knysna. 

Those prints — dozens of them — fill a 71‚000-year gap in the ancient history of Homo sapiens. 
They are the first evidence of modern human activity between 117‚000-year-old tracks in 
Langebaan on the Cape west coast and 46‚000-year-old evidence from a cave in Greece. 

“It’s the holy grail‚” said Charles Helm‚ the semi-retired family doctor who with his wife Linda and 
friend Guy Thesen found the fossilised footprints. 

Helm is affiliated with the African Centre for Coastal Palaeoscience at Nelson Mandela University in 
Port Elizabeth. He and a team of international researchers have just announced the find in an 
article in the open-access journal Scientific Reports. 

More on this article : https://select.timeslive.co.za/news/2018-03-08-just-another-family-day-at-
the-beach-90000-years-ago  

But happily there is one more chance of hearing about these fossil tracks: 
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THE GREAT BRAK RIVER MUSEUM WILL BE HOSTING A TALK BY 

DR CHARLES HELM ON HIS LATEST ICHNOLOGY FINDS IN SOUTH AFRICA 

 Tuesday 3rd December. 6.00 pm at the Searle Memorial Church Hall.  

Before returning to Canada, Dr Charles Helm will be providing an illustrated talk on his latest 
interesting findings which include that of early man and numerous wild animals that lived in the 
Western Cape many thousands of years ago. 

Do you Know that recently there have been more numerous, previously unknown, Ichnology finds 
(the branch of palaeontology concerned with the study of fossilized tracks, trails, burrows, borings, 
or other trace fossils) along a short section of our local South Africa coast between Still Bay and 
Plettenburg Bay?  

We will then gather for tea and savoury victuals where further questions may be postured. 

To assist essential museum funding, a small entrance fee is applicable: 
Museum Friends and their families : R 30.00 each 

Visitors : R 50.00 each 
 

For more details and to book a seat, contact the museum on 044-620-3338. 

Then on to 2020 - History Lessons for Our Future:  

How Stone Age cave dwellers could teach us a thing or two!   

On Wednesday 22 January, the Wilderness Ratepayers Association 
will start the New Year with a fascinating talk by archaeologist Dr. 
Peter Nilssen.  Peter is most known for his collaborative research at 
Pinnacle Point, Mossel Bay, which unearthed the world-famous discoveries that contributed to the 
unfolding story of humanity’s origins. That research began in 1997 when he was working on an 
Environmental Impact Assessment for the proposed Pinnacle Point Estate and recognized the 
research potential of several sites there, most particularly Cave 
13B.    

Cave 13B, the main focus of the Point of Human Origins tourism 
initiative that Peter started in 2012, is famed for revealing how 
Middle Stone Age people lived between 170,000 and 100,000 years 
ago. 

Photo: Dr. Peter Nilssen (right) unearthing lessons from the past at 
Pinnacle Point.  

Using the archaeological record as a lens to examine the state of humanity through time, Peter will 
discuss the drivers of human behaviour and how we have shifted from a thriving to a barely 
surviving species!  Beliefs and knowledge systems are key to this unfolding drama.  At the core lies 
‘’connection, coherence and belonging’’ as vital ingredients in shifting human consciousness. 



Peter’s career has led him to specialize in communicating archaeology and its underlying value for 
education and conservation.  

6:00pm for 6:30pm, Wednesday 22 January at the Wilderness Hotel.   

Entry: R10 for WRRA members and R20 for non-members.  A cash bar and an opportunity to 
become a Wilderness Ratepayers and Residents Association member will be available. 

For further details contact: John Miller 084 959 4243 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



HOW BIG IS YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL FOOTPRINT? 

The planet is in crisis - from climate change to the pollution in our oceans and 
devastation of our forests. It's up to all of us to fix it. Take your first step with our 
environmental footprint calculator. 

Henk Alting brought this questionnaire to my attention:  

The WWF in the UK runs a questionnaire through which you can check your 
carbon footprint:  

footprint.wwf.org.uk  

The questions that need to be answered apply to the UK, which is of course rather different from SA, 
but the end result will still give you a reasonable idea of your footprint. For me, an important point 
is that in SA there is no public transport to speak of, whereas in Europe you are spoiled for choices. 
Try it out. 

Knysna Basin Project Annual Report 2019 

http://knysnabasinproject.co.za/wp-
content/uploads/2019/11/Knysna-Basin-Project-
Annual-Report-2019.pdf 

 

 

And some food for thought going into the New Year……. 
LOOKING AFTER THE LAND 
Water security and land ownership responsibilities marked as key issues for annual seminar 

https://www.georgeherald.com/News/Article/General/looking-after-the-land-201911210241 

In the run-up to its yearly environmental seminar for key stakeholders, the Garden Route 
Environmental Forum (GREF) is looking to find lasting solutions for prevailing regional problems 
and myriad new challenges in effective environmental management. 

For decades, authorities and private landowners have been dealing with the same problems, 
including non-sustainable land use and land management best practice, increased fire risks and 
water-security issues, a rapid decrease in natural habitat and biodiversity conservation, and 
compliance with environmental and agricultural legislation. 

Managing the Southern Cape environment has become exponentially more difficult over time, with 
many new challenges – including climate change, major changes in rainfall patterns, 
unprecedented wildfires, vast population growth and development, invasive alien plant growth and 
drought. 



In many respects, national government departments are experiencing operational difficulties, 
including managing their own assets and land, reduced resources, a low skills base, lack of effective 
communication, a sustained reactive approach or a complete lack of mandated management and 
compliance with environmental legislation. 

In the Southern Cape, the Garden Route District Municipality and its public and private sector 
partners, though the Garden Route Environmental Forum, aim to play a leading role in taking on 
environmental challenges and development of partnerships in order to ensure and encourage a 
cohesive approach to find sustainable solutions. 

According to Cobus Meiring of the GREF secretariat, a fresh approach to planning around water 
security is always a good point of departure.  

Given the persistent drought in the interior regions, centred around towns like Van Wyksdorp, 
Calitzdorp, Ladismith and Oudtshoorn, the management of invasive alien plants, among other 
factors, is critical.  

"As an example, rivers and catchments feeding the Kamanassie and Raubenheimer dams for 
Oudtshoorn, and the Nels River feeding Calitzdorp, are systems stressed by invasive alien plants 
and subsequent degradation. These systems require urgent intervention. However, there is still 
little information available on exactly what the extent of the problems are, and how to address 
them." 

Meiring continues to say: "National environmental programmes, in particular, the Working for 
Water Programme, has proven to be unsustainable in effectively dealing with invasive alien plants 
in catchments and rivers, and is in effect hampering efforts to assist regional landowners to 
manage invasive alien plants on their land. The model needs to be urgently revised and adapted 
given the circumstances." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



INVITATION – Wednesday 11 December 2019 
GARDEN ROUTE ENVIRONMENTAL FORUM (GREF)  

KEY STAKEHOLDER EVENT 2019     
VENUE: Tramonto Venue/Farm & Fellow Guesthouse,   

Hosted by the Garden Route District Municipality (GRDM) and 
the Garden Route Environmental Forum (GREF)  

Theme: Reflecting on regional environmental initiatives and 
planning ahead for 2020  

Contact Marti Kirstein at marti.kirstein@gmail.com if you wish 
to attend. 

 And thus ends the year – and decade ! 

I will spare you any bon mots  - there are enough floating 
around anyway – but I could not resist this poster!!!! 

Maybe your New Year’s Resolution ????? 

 

The WESSA Eden Committee, Peter, Irene, Roz, Annemarie, 
Ingrid, Monica, Erica and myself along with our young 
volunteers Wilmari and Bianca, wish you all a happy time with family and friends over the next days 
and weeks. 

We look forward to a good start into 2020 and hope 
that you will support our events and activities next 
year  

 

 

Honorary Secretary WESSA EDEN 

 
044 873 4203 

 
 

EDEN BRANCH 
 

 
wessageorge@isat.co.za 

 
086 646 5458 

 
www.wessa.org.za 

 
www.facebook.com/wessa.eden 
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